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The current work investigates the breakup of a single emulsion droplet under pressure 
and temperature conditions realized in Diesel engine at the time of injection.  The heating 
of immiscible heavy fuel oil-water droplets, termed as W/HFO emulsions, leads to 
explosive boiling of the water inside the surrounding fuel, due to their different boiling 
points; the resulting accelerated droplet breakup regimes are termed as either puffing or 
micro-explosion. The relevant processes are investigated here by numerical simulations 
based on the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations alongside with the energy 
conservation equation and transport equation of the formed interfaces using the Volume 
of Fluid (VoF) method. In contrast to past studies, which predefine the presence of vapor 
bubble inside the parent HFO droplet, this is modeled here with the aid of a 
phenomenological model based on the local temperature field and degree of superheat. 
Following their formation, the growth rate of the bubble is computed with the aid of the 
OCASIMAT phase-change algorithm. Simultaneously to internal boiling, the fuel droplet is 
also subjected to aerodynamic-induced deformation due to the surrounding air flow. 
Thus, the performed simulations quantify the relative time scales of the aerodynamic-
induced and the emulsion-induced breakup mechanisms. Initially, a benchmark case 
demonstrates the detailed mechanisms taking place, concluding that droplet 
fragmentation occurs only at a part of the fuel-gas interface, resembling characteristics 
similar to puffing. Next, a parametric study examining the effect of droplet Weber number 
is performed for both W/HFO emulsion and neat HFO droplets. It is observed that puffing 
process can speed up the breakup of the droplet relative to aerodynamic breakup for the 
specific range of conditions examined. As a next step, this model is further applied to a 
wide range of pressure, temperature, water droplet surface depth and Weber number. 
The obtained results from CFD model predictions are used to calibrate the parameters of 
a fitting model estimating the initiation breakup time of the W/HFO droplet emulsion with 
a single embedded water droplet. The model assumes that the breakup time can be split 
in two distinct temporal stages. The first one is defined by the time needed for the 
xxii 
 
embedded water droplet to heat up and reach a predefined superheat temperature and 
a vapor bubble to form; while the succeeding stage accounts for the time period of vapor 
bubble growth, leading eventually to emulsion droplet break up. It is found that the fitting 




1. Development of CFD methodology able to predict simultaneously the water 
vapor formation and growth inside the HFO droplet and the aerodynamic-
induced deformation: The incompressible form of the laminar N-S equations are 
solved for all phases present (HFO, water liquid/vapor and air) simultaneously 
with the energy conversation equation and three sets of transport equations 
utilised for simulating the HFO/air, HFO/water and water liquid-vapor interfaces 
forming during the droplet  heating and breakup. This methodology is the first of 
their kind to be reported in literature and have been published in [1] 
 
2. Physical models: Moreover, and unlike previous studies, the vapor nucleation 
sites are not predefined, but they are predicted as part of the solution, based on 
the local liquid temperature. The examined properties are similar to that of a 
highly viscous Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO), which is typically used in large marine Diesel 
engines. As aforementioned, homogeneous nucleation occurs when a tiny vapor 
nucleus is generated inside a uniform liquid. Emulsion experiments have shown 
that the probability of vapor nucleation is related to the temperature of the 
liquid, while the vapor nuclei are generated close to the water interface [2, 3]. 
Since it is difficult to resolve the vapor nucleation phenomenon, a mechanistic 
algorithm that accounts for the initial formation of a small vapor bubble and 
takes into account the aforementioned experimental findings, has been 
developed and implemented into the CFD code. The growth of the vapor bubble 
is simulated with a phase-change model derived by [4]; the corresponding 
algorithm is incorporated in the CFD solution. 
 
3. Estimation of the breakup time of W/HFO emulsion droplets under a wide 
range of pressure and temperature conditions realized in marine Diesel 
engines: The CFD model has been applied to a wide range of conditions; namely 
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𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 and 𝑔𝑔 − 𝑇𝑇 values (40 < 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 < 200,   10 < 𝑔𝑔 < 140 bar, 600 < 𝑇𝑇 < 2000 
K). From the numerical simulations, two distinct timescales are estimated; the 
heating time until water boiling initiation and the bubble growth time starting 
from vapor bubble generation until HFO droplet breakup. Those results are used 
to derive a simple fitting model that is capable of predicting emulsion breakup 
initiation time. The latter is suitable for implementation to widely used fuel spray 
simulation codes utilizing the Eulerian-Lagrangian approach for resolving the 
development of sprays consisting of multi-million droplets. Such cases have not 
been reported before in the relevant literature; the relevant results have been 
published in [5]. 
 
4. New physical findings: For low 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 numbers (𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 < 50), predictions suggest 
that the emulsion-induced breakup initiation time is at least 5 times faster 
compared to the time required for the aerodynamic-induced breakup under the 
same 𝑃𝑃 − 𝑇𝑇 conditions and for the specific HFO physical properties. Moreover, 
the breakup initiation time was found to increase with the surface depth of the 
embedded water droplets at least for the examined range of 𝛿𝛿 (0 − 0.15), while 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
1.1 Background and Motivation 
Over the next two decades and despite the increasing fraction of electric vehicles 
(EVs) (they are expected to reach 60% in passenger car and light duty vehicles and up to 
15% for heavy duty over the next two decades [6, 7]), it is expected that the usage of 
liquid fossil fuel will get increased by 25% globally, while the demand of liquid fuels just 
for heavy-duty vehicles will increase more than 50% [8]. The latter projections are the 
outcome of an increasing global energy demand (it is projected to be more than double 
by 2050) due to increasing global energy needs, urbanisation and population growth [9]. 
Internal combustion (IC) engines are massively used as a source of power, especially for 
transportation, due to their relatively high power output, the highest thermodynamic and 
highest well-to-wheel efficiency and finally low fuel cost [10]; however, electrification in 
this transport/power sector is expected to be a long-term process. Combustion products 
from IC engines, especially, NOx and particulate matter (PM), are known to be harmful to 
both the environment and directly to human health when inhaled. According to [11], 
anthropogenic emissions contribute more than 90% to the climate change while Diesel 
engines are responsible for ~2/3 of the total liquid fossil fuel utilization globally. Besides 
the environmental impact, lung cancer, asthma and cardiovascular diseases are linked to 
such emissions. The aforementioned concerns have triggered many research efforts 
investigating mechanisms for reducing the in-cylinder formed pollutants in heavy duty 
and marine Diesel engines [12, 13]; among them, water in fuel emulsion is known to offer 
significant simultaneous reduction in NOx and PM emissions. Reduction in NOx is 
succeeded with the vaporization of the liquid water which in turns decreases the peak 
flame temperature during the combustion [14, 15]. On the other hand, reduction in PM 
emissions is related to i) the presence of water which reduces the soot formation and 
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enhance their burnout due to the increased concentration of oxidation species [16], ii) 
enhanced fuel-air mixing and secondary atomization due to micro-explosion process [17, 
18]. 
Despite the potential benefit of using emulsified fuel, the advantage of the latter 
compared to its base fuel is not precisely known. This lack of understanding lies in the 
complex behavior of the emulsion fuel when it is injected in internal combustion engine, 
where the following multi-phase processes occur (Figure 1-1). First, cavitation 
phenomena are possible to arise inside the nozzle which may affect the atomization of 
the fuel liquid. Inside the combustion chamber, primary atomization initially occurs, 
where the emulsion fuel ligaments are disintegrated into droplets due to their interaction 
with the ambient air. Next, the emulsion fuel droplets are both subjected to aerodynamic 
deformation and heating with the hot surrounding air, resulting in their further 
breakdown (secondary atomization) which in turns causes fast fuel evaporation and 
improved air-fuel mixing. A detailed description of the breakup process will be provided 
in a following subsection.  
 
 
Figure 1-1: Schematic diagram of emulsion fuel spray. 
 
The process from emulsion fuel injection up to breakup and combustion occurs in 
different time and length scales, thus it is impossible to get resolved by direct numerical 
simulations (DNS). The current work focuses on the breakup of an emulsion fuel droplet 
and its influencing parameters; this is a crucial step for the understanding of emulsion fuel 
spray behavior.  
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1.1.1 Addition of water in combustion process 
Besides water in fuel emulsion, water can be introduced to the engine by in-cylinder 
injection (direct) and fumigation (water injection into the intake air) [19] (Figure 1-2). The 
main advantage of the former method is the capability to control the injection of large 
quantities of water without the need to derate the engine and affecting its reliability. This 
method has found to achieve NOx reductions similar to those in emulsion systems, the 
reduction in PM emissions is much lower though. Moreover, direct water injection 
systems demand significant modifications for different types of engines, which has high 
additional cost [20].  On the other hand, fumigation is the simplest method of water 
addition. The fact that it offers limited control on the injection parameters results in lower 
NOx reductions (10% for 20% water inside the fuel [21]) compared to the other methods. 
If the fumigated water does not completely evaporate in the intake air it comes in direct 
contact with fuel injection system and the piston cylinder which may cause oil 
contamination and corrosion issues.  
 
 
Figure 1-2: Water addition methods. 
 
Finally, logistics of water supply is also a significant factor. Emulsion products can 
remain stable for a number of days or weeks, allowing vehicles to get fueled in place of 
regular fuel [22]. Considering the aforementioned, it seems that the most promising and 
cost-effective approach to utilise water for reduction of emissions is considered to be the 
water in oil emulsion method [23, 24]. 
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1.1.2 Breakup of water in fuel emulsion 
Emulsion is a system that consists of two immiscible liquids one of which is dispersed 
into the other. In the water/fuel emulsion, water is dispersed in the form of fine droplets 
inside the fuel liquid. Emulsion is generated by means of mechanical agitation in the 
presence of surface active agents, called surfactants or emulsifiers. The latter are needed 
in order to avoid the coalescence of the water sub-droplets. Surfactants can be easily 
burnt with no soot and free of sulfur and nitrogen, while they are not expected to have 
an impact on the physical and chemical properties of the fuel used. When an emulsified 
droplet is located inside a combustion chamber, heat is transferred from the hot ambient 
air to the emulsified droplet. The host (parent) droplet has higher boiling point than the 
corresponding one of the water sub-droplet; the water sub-droplet becomes superheated 
and eventually boils. The water droplet is contained in a uniform substance (oil droplet) 
free of nucleation sites and for that reason it is capable of exceeding its boiling point and 
experiences a metastable regime. At some point though, as the droplet heats up and the 
local temperature exceeds the boiling point of water, homogeneous nucleation occurs (in 
contrast to heterogeneous boiling which occurs when a fluid is in contact with solid 
surfaces) and water starts to boil [25]. Vapor generation leads to expansion and 
deformation of the surrounding oil droplet and eventually leads to its fragmentation. The 
process during which complete breakup of the oil droplet occurs is defined as micro-
explosion, while if just a portion of the oil droplet is ruptured, the process is termed as 
puffing. A schematic representation of the micro-explosion process is illustrated in Figure 
1-3. The aforementioned breakup regimes have been widely discussed in the literature, 





Figure 1-3: Micro-explosion of water in fuel emulsion droplet. 
 
1.2 Literature review 
An extensive literature review, on the current topic, is presented in order not only to 
record past works but also to find and pinpoint existing gaps and possible advancements. 
1.2.1 Boiling heat transfer-Vapor bubble growth  
A significant physical process that drives puffing or micro-explosion of emulsion 
droplets is the boiling of their embedded water droplets. Some important questions are 
the duration of the boiling process, the vapor behavior inside the water droplet and the 
effect of the boiling water sub-droplet on the surrounding fuel bulk. To answer those 
questions, it’s important to grasp first the behavior of a single superheated water droplet.   
The study of growing bubbles started with the simpler consideration of a stationary 
vapor bubble growing inside an infinite superheated liquid pool. The factors that influence 
the growth rates of those bubbles have been extensively studied over the last 50 years. 
In general, density fluctuations and disturbances are always present in liquids and are 
responsible for the formation of bubble nuclei. Nano or sub-μm vapor bubble nuclei 
collapse and disappear due to Laplace pressure in an accelerated manner; however, some 
of them may pass a critical radius (𝑅𝑅0 = 2𝜎𝜎 𝛥𝛥𝑃𝑃0⁄ ) and continue to grow. The 
aforementioned expression must be couched in terms of the probability that a bubble 
with 𝑅𝑅0 will occur at the time where a critical pressure difference 𝛥𝛥𝑃𝑃0 is applied. According 
to [28], liquids are able to withstand pressure differences of 3 ∙ 104 to 3 ∙ 105 bar, which 
correspond to a critical bubble radius comparable to the intermolecular distance 
(10−10m). Since the vapor bubble has passed its critical radius, it continues growing in 
three different phases. The first growth phase is surface tension dominated where the 
pressure difference is balanced by the surface tension, while the bubble has the same 
temperature as the surrounding liquid. That regime diminishes quickly as the bubble size 
increases. Next, the bubble growth is limited by the inertia of the surrounding liquid and 
the bubble radius is a linear function of time. The bubble continues expanding, while its 
surface temperature decreases due to evaporation. The internal bubble pressure 
decreases until the driving force due to pressure difference is negligible. The final phase 
of growth is “diffusion” controlled, where bubble surface temperature will reach the bulk 
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saturation temperature, and the growth is limited by heat diffusion. At this regime, the 
growth rate of bubble decreases substantially; the bubble radius 𝑅𝑅 increases with √𝑡𝑡 
instead of 𝑡𝑡. The pressure and temperature field at each growing phase is illustrated in 
Figure 1-4 derived by [29].  
 
Figure 1-4: Pressure and temperature field inside and outside of the vapor bubble for surface 
tension (a), inertia (b) and heat diffusion (c) growth phases.   
 
The aforementioned regimes can be dominant at different times and under different 
conditions and affect the vapor bubble behavior. The latter can be modelled during all 
those stages only with numerical simulations. In the open literature there is a significant 
amount of numerical studies dealing with vapor bubble growth. One of the first was by 
[30], who applied the heatflows model for estimating the interfacial mass transfer rate, 
while they employed VoF method for liquid-vapor interface tracking. Similar studies have 
been carried out by [31] and [32] who employed Level Set (LS) and Front Tracking (FT) 
methods, respectively. The same model was employed in the work of [33], who employed 
interpolation methods to compute accurately the temperature gradient at the interface.  
A different approach was followed by [34, 35], who employed a kinetic theory model 
which depends on a thermal accommodation coefficient defined by experiments. All 
these studies are validated against analytical solutions just for a small range of boiling 
conditions (𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡,φ). Those solutions have been developed in the past and predict accurately 
vapor bubble growth in either inertial or diffusive regime. The most significant of them 
are summarized next 
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 Rayleigh model 
The bubble growth model derived by [36] is based on the consideration of increasing 
pressure in bubble interior due to inertial forces imposed on the bubble interface by the 
surrounding liquid. The kinetic energy of the latter equalized with the pressure work by 
the expanding bubble provides a second-order differential equation that predicts bubble 








∆𝑔𝑔(𝑡𝑡) stands for the pressure difference between the liquid on the bubble interface and 
the far-field pressure. By substituting the Clausius-Clayperon relationship which relates 






Here, 𝜃𝜃0 is the interface superheat which is assumed to be constant and equal to bulk 
superheat. This assumption is valid only for the inertial-dominated regime. 
 Foster and Zuber model 
In the model of [37], a transient heat conduction equation in the liquid boundary 
alongside with heat and mass balance at the bubble interface are employed to obtain a 














Here, 𝐶𝐶1 is a constant that depends on various assumption on the heating mode. The 
solution to Eq. 1-3 yields 
𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐽𝐽𝑇𝑇(𝜋𝜋𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡)1/2 (1-4) 
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 Plesset and Zwick model 
Similar to the model of [37], Plesset and Zwick [38] applied a perturbation theory solution 
to heat diffusion equation across the bubble’s boundary layer. From the asymptotic 
growth assumption, the equation of bubble radius with time reads 






 Scriven model 
The Scriven [39] analytical solution considers a transient heat conduction equation inside 
the thermal boundary layer of the bubble. The solution accounts for the convection arising 
due to different liquid-vapor densities and also the diffusion effects as in the previous 
models. A similarity solution is obtained here which reads 
𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) = 2𝛽𝛽�𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡 (1-6) 
More details about the constant 𝛽𝛽 will be provided later in the text. 
 Mikic model 
In the work of [40], a solution is obtained that combines the works of [36] and [41] and 
manages to predict successfully the bubble growth rate in both inertial and diffusion 
dominated regimes.  
𝑑𝑑𝑅𝑅+
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡+
= �𝑡𝑡+ + 1 −�𝑡𝑡+     with   𝑅𝑅+ =
𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅
𝐵𝐵2
  , 𝑡𝑡+ =
𝐴𝐴2𝑡𝑡
𝐵𝐵2
    (1-7) 




      ,𝐵𝐵 = 𝐽𝐽𝑇𝑇�
12ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝜋𝜋
  (1-8) 
In the inertial regime (𝑡𝑡+ ≪ 1), Eq. 1-7 reduces to Rayleigh solution while for the heat 




1.2.2 Emulsion fuel droplet breakup (Puffing/Micro-explosion) 
 Single emulsion droplet experiments 
Despite the potential benefit of using emulsified fuels, the detailed physical 
mechanisms that occur during micro-explosion and puffing are not clear. In the 
experimental work of [42], homogeneous explosive boiling of a vapor bubble inside a 
superheated water droplet has been studied and the size of the vapor bubble during its 
growth was measured. In a similar experiment by [43], it was observed that during 
explosive boiling, liquid particles were torn from the liquid-air interface, alongside with 
bubble oscillations. So far, the majority of experiments on emulsion droplets has focused 
on the combustion characteristics after the puffing/micro-explosion induced secondary 
atomisation [44-46];  In the work of [44], the combustion characteristics of a water in 
Diesel emulsion, and a conventional Diesel fuel were investigated. Optical methods were 
employed to study spray development and combustion. Breakup time, droplets 
penetration and vapor penetration were measured with high speed shadowgraphs. 
Overall, enhanced atomization was observed for the water in Diesel emulsions compared 
to that of base fuel. In a similar experiment of [45], the benefits of emulsified fuels over 
the neat ones were investigated. Spray characteristics such as spray penetration and 
distribution were measured. In such experiments though, the overall dynamics of a single 
droplet cannot be revealed. 
In single droplet experiments, a relative large droplet (O (1 mm)) compared to those 
realized in engines has been investigated. In the work of [47] it was found that the water 
volume fraction and the quantity of surfactant may influence the tendency towards 
micro-explosion. The latter can also be affected by the size distribution of the dispersed 
water sub-droplets [48]. In the work of [49], the suspended droplet technique was 
employed to investigate a stationary emulsion droplet (water in hexadecane) subjected 
to heating under microgravity. It was observed that the embedded water sub-droplets 
tend to coalesce prior to micro-explosion, in some cases. Thermocapillary migration of 
the embedded water droplets and subsequent phase separation has also been observed 
in the work of [50, 51]. The occurrence of micro-explosion was measured in the 
experiment of [52]. It was found that the former is highly related to a number of 
parameters, namely, the dispersed water size, the heating temperature and the 
thermophysical properties of the fluids examined.  In the recent experiment of [53], high 
speed backlight imaging was used to study the dynamics of puffing and micro-explosion 
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in Diesel fueled emulsions. The latter were place into a high temperature environment 
(500° C) and two types of micro-explosion were observed, which differ mainly to the 
amount of vapor expulsion and as a result to the intensity of breakup. Significant factors 
that may affect the emulsion breakup outcome were found to be the water volume 
fraction [54], the quantity of surfactant [55] and the size distribution [56] of the water 
sub-droplets. In the works of [57, 58] the breakup outcome of a water-fuel droplet 
subjected to conductive, convective and radiation heating was investigated. In the recent 
work of [59] characterization of breakup of an emulsion droplet was reported while the 
characterization of size, temperature and location of embedded water droplets was 
investigated by [60] during micro explosions. Finally, in the work of [61], a 
phenomenological description of the vaporization process during emulsion droplet 
heating is reported. Besides the droplets employed in the aforementioned studies are 
relatively large, they remain stationary and they are not subjected to aerodynamic 
deformation as those droplets met in fuel sprays 
Recently, single droplet experiments having sizes similar to those realised in CI engines 
(O (10 μm)), were performed by [62, 63]. In the experiment of [63], a high speed video 
camera coupled with a shadow imaging technique was used to visualize secondary 
atomization of emulsified fuel spray. The breakup regime mostly observed was puffing 
(Figure 1-5) while micro-explosion rarely observed due to the small amount of the 
dispersed water and the low progression of coalescence. Puffing-induced secondary 
atomization was found capable to provide fine droplets while its timescale measured 
equal to ∽10 μs. However, in both experiments, the physical processes taking place inside 




Figure 1-5: Puffing of a spray emulsion droplet with diameter 𝑑𝑑 = 50 μm 
 
 Theoretical models 
The development of micro-explosion models could shed light on the phenomenon. 
One of the first relevant mathematical models is that of [64], which predicts vapor bubble 
growth, produced by homogeneous nucleation, within a liquid water droplet. Besides the 
simplifications considered, the results of the model are in good agreement with that 
derived by the experiment of [65]. However, puffing/micro-explosion phenomenon was 
not taken into account. A similar approach was followed by [66], who employed Rayleigh’s 
model to predict vapor bubble growth in the centre of a liquid water droplet; however, 
the assumptions made in that model may not be suitable for engine fuel spray conditions. 
Secondary droplet size distribution is predicted in the models of [67, 68].  
Simplified mathematical models which can be useful for engineering applications have 
recently been suggested [69-73]. In the model of [69], the number and the average 
diameter of child droplets is predicted after emulsion droplet breakup. The model derived 
by [72] assumes that a single spherical water droplet is located at the center of a spherical 
fuel droplet. An analytical solution is obtained by solving the heat conduction equation, 
and predicts the time instant that the water droplet interface reaches boiling 
temperature; this is considered to be the time to puffing or micro-explosion. The model 
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is helpful for engineering application but it cannot provide details of the physical 
processes during deformation and breakup of emulsion droplet. 
Finally, advanced computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models proposed recently by 
[26, 27] gave insight on the underlying physics of micro-explosion and puffing. In the work 
of [26], simulations of a static emulsion droplet have been performed where the latter is 
considered to be preheated in the boiling temperature of its embedded water sub-
droplet. Besides the predefined temperature, the location and size of the vapor bubble 
were also predefined. Convective heating of emulsion droplets has been studied in [27]; 
the model predictions indicated that the boiling of the embedded water sub-droplet 
highly depends on the liquid Peclet number and the internal circulation inside the parent 
droplet. Weber (𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊) and Ohnesorge (𝑂𝑂ℎ) numbers (i.e it is controlled by inertia, surface 
tension and viscous forces) are the most significant ones, while Reynolds number and the 
liquid to air density (ε) and viscosity (Ν) ratios [74] play a secondary role. 
  
1.2.3 Aerodynamic breakup of neat fuel droplet 
Similar to neat fuel droplets, emulsion fuel droplets that are met in spray conditions 
are subjected to aerodynamic forcing. In a fuel spray, the relative velocity between the air 
stream and the fuel droplet generates aerodynamic forces that are responsible for the 
deformation of the latter. Aerodynamic-induced deformation is balanced by forces 
induced by fuel properties such as viscosity and surface tension. Secondary droplet 
breakup due to aerodynamic forcing is mainly characterized by the Weber (𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊) and 
Ohnesorge (𝑂𝑂ℎ) numbers (i.e it is controlled by inertia, surface tension and viscous 
forces), while Reynolds number  (𝑅𝑅𝑊𝑊) and the liquid to air density (ε) and viscosity (Ν) 
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Breakup results in droplet fragmentation into several tiny droplets and requires a 







    (1-10) 
1.3 Thesis outline 
Chapter 2: The mathematical description of the emulsion droplet breakup model is 
presented alongside with that of the models that account for vapor bubble generation 
and growth. 
Chapter 3: Model performance on predicting accurately vapor bubble growth and 
droplet oscillation. Model validation for the simple case of stationary emulsion droplet 
breakup.  
Chapter 4: Examined cases and results of 2-D axisymmetric simulations of HFO 
emulsions, realized in fuel sprays, are presented. 
Chapter 5: A mathematical description of a fitting model, that predicts emulsion fuel 
droplet breakup time is provided, alongside with a discussion on the results 
Chapter 6: The main conclusions of the current thesis are presented along with 































Chapter 2  
Numerical models 
2.1 Mathematical description of the model equations 
Mathematical description of multiphase phenomena is far from trivia since a number 
of effects and interactions between the different fluid phases have to been taken into 
account. In the current study where DNS of emulsion droplet breakup is attempted, the 
direct tracking of the involved interfaces is essential. Such a process demands additional 
computational effort (which depends on the tracking method used), while the 
computational grid needs to be finer in the interface regions. The mathematical 
formulation of interface tracking is based on two assumptions [76]. Each interface has a 
finite thickness, which is the transition region of the corresponding fluid properties. Such 
an assumption is correct as long as the length scale of the interface is such that continuum 
hypothesis holds. Following the aforementioned assumption, the second principle is that 
the intermolecular forces that determine the interface dynamics are modeled in the 
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continuum scale as capillary effects. The interface tracking formulation is split in two 
different categories, namely the n-fluid formulation and the single fluid formulation. In 
the former approach a set of flow equations is solved for each different fluid in the 
corresponding sub-domain, while in single-fluid formulation a single set of flow equations 
is solved throughout the entire domain. In the latter category, the most known methods 
for identifying the interface between different fluid phases are the Front Tracking (FT) 
method, the Level-Set (LS) method and the Volume of Fluid (VoF) method. The VoF 
algorithm is described more extensively, as it is the one implemented in the current 
emulsion breakup model. 
 
2.1.1 Fluid flow and Volume of Fluid 
 
As it was mentioned before, the VoF method [77] solves a single set of momentum 
equations while it identifies each fluid phase by a volume fraction denoted by 𝑇𝑇. 
Specifically, in the emulsion model three phases initially exist (Air, Oil, Water) and at some 
point during the simulation an additional phase is solved due to sudden appearance of 
vapor. The volume fraction 𝑇𝑇 is defined as the percentage of volume covered by each 
phase in the computational cell with respect to the total volume of the cell. In each cell 
the sum of the volume fractions of all phases must be equal to unity. Mathematically, 
when volume fraction of phase 𝑞𝑞 inside a cell is unity, the cell is completely covered by 
the material of phase 𝑞𝑞, while when the volume fraction is equal to zero, the cell is empty 
of phase 𝑞𝑞.  
𝛼𝛼𝑞𝑞 =
cell volume occupied by fluid q
total volume of cell
    (2-1) 
Finally, when the volume fraction of 𝑞𝑞𝑠𝑠ℎ fluid is between 0 and 1, the cell contains the 
interface between the 𝑞𝑞𝑠𝑠ℎ fluid and one or more other fluids. As the computational cell 




= 1 (2-2) 




Figure 2-1: An interface between two fluids (a) and the corresponding volume fractions (b). 
Derived by [78] 
 
Upon the volume fraction value of phase 𝑞𝑞, variables and properties represent 
volume-averaged values of phase 𝑞𝑞. For instance, the physical variable 𝑓𝑓 within a 





The advection equation for the volume fraction is defined as:  
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇𝑞𝑞
𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡




The term in the right hand side (RHS) stands for any additional volumetric source term. 
Since a single momentum equation is solved throughout the entire domain, the computed 
velocity field is shared among all the involved phases. The momentum equation is 
dependent on the properties of density 𝜌𝜌 and dynamic viscosity 𝜇𝜇, which are computed 
according to Eq. 2-3 and it is written in the form 
𝜕𝜕(𝜌𝜌𝑢𝑢�⃗ )
𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ �𝜌𝜌𝑢𝑢�⃗ ⊗ 𝑢𝑢�⃗ − 𝑇𝑇�⃗ � = 𝜌𝜌?⃗?𝑡 − 𝑓𝑓𝜎𝜎 (2-5) 
In the second term of the left hand side (LHS), 𝑇𝑇�⃗  stands for the stress tensor.  
Surface tension term denoted as 𝑓𝑓𝜎𝜎 is taken from [79] and for the case that only two 






2 (𝜌𝜌𝑝𝑝 + 𝜌𝜌𝑞𝑞)
 (2-6) 
The two different fluid phases are denoted by 𝑔𝑔 and 𝑞𝑞 and 𝑘𝑘 is the curvature of the 
free surface which is approximated as the divergence of the unit normal 𝑛𝑛� and reads 
   






The energy equation, which is also shared among the contributing phases, is 










In those equations above, density 𝜌𝜌 and thermal conductivity denoted by 𝑘𝑘, are 
shared among the phases. Finally, 𝑆𝑆ℎ contains contributions from any volumetric heat 
sources existed in the model.  
The equations described above are in a general form, while their solution is performed 
with the commercial software of ANSYS FLUENT [80]. The selected solution methods and 
numerical settings are presented in the following sections.  
2.2 Vapor bubble formation model 
Boiling of dispersed water droplets inside the fuel bulk is a key mechanism that drives 
puffing or micro-explosion of emulsion droplets. Since the current CFD methodology aims 
to simulate the phenomenon from emulsion heating up to secondary droplet 
fragmentation, the formation of vapor should be part of the numerical solution. As 
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nucleation theories aiming to resolve formation of vapor nuclei inside the bulk of the 
water are out of scope in the current thesis, a conceptual approach for vapor bubble 
formation is developed and implemented in the model. 
The criteria, under which a vapor bubble is generated, are the following. First, the 
formation site, which is a computational cell (Figure 2-2 ; left panel), should be located at 
a specific distance (𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜) from the oil-water interface [43]. This distance has a finite length 
preventing contact of the bubble with the oil-water interface (Figure 2-2; Right panel). In 
case that vapor, water and oil phases coincide in a computational cell, numerical issues 
arise. A relevant parametric study with bubble’s surface depth is presented in subsection 
4.2.2.4, proving that the obtained results are not sensitive to this numerical selection. 
Next, the superheat degree (𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠) of vapor generation is also an input parameter of the 
model. The algorithm checks if the selected superheat degree has been reached in the 
aforementioned computational cell. Different superheat values from 5 to 25 K have been 
examined but the results seem not to be sensitive (subsection 4.2.2.4). Once the 
aforementioned criteria are fulfilled in a computational cell, a bubble is formed at the 
center of the computational cell. As discussed in the literature, the vapor bubble should 
reach a critical size (𝑅𝑅0 = 2𝜎𝜎 𝛥𝛥𝑃𝑃0⁄ ) in order to start growing from a microscopic to a finite 
size. The first growth phase is inertia controlled, which ends quickly in order the diffusion 
controlled growth to follow. The transition to the diffusive regime is characterized by a 
critical bubble radius [40], which depends on fluid properties and liquid superheat; the 
relationship reads 
𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐 = 2𝜎𝜎𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝜌𝜌𝑙𝑙𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠⁄  (2-11) 
In the examined cases of the current study the latter was computed to be 0.11 μm. 
As it’s computationally expensive to resolve such a length scale, the vapor bubble is 
initiated with a finite radius  size (𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏,0 = 0.25 μm). It should be noted that the effect of 
the initial bubble radius has been checked by performing numerical experiments, pointing 
out that the breakup process is identical and only the early development of the bubble 
differs; similar behavior has been observed also in the work of [26]. Since the initial bubble 
starts growing due to heat diffusion, as it is larger than 𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐, a bulk saturation temperature 
value is imposed at its interface, while its internal pressure is defined by the surface 




Figure 2-2: Configuration of vapor bubble formation 
 
Summarizing, the criteria for bubble creation in a computational cell are the following: 
i) 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 ≥ 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠, ii) 𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜  to be the smallest possible, without vapor water and oil 
coexisting in a computational cell (in the current resolution 𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜  is equal to ∽0.5 μm).  
2.3 Phase change model-OCASIMAT algorithm 
Right after vapor bubble formation, the vapor bubble starts growing inside the water 
droplet due to interfacial heat and mass transfer. A method termed as OCASIMAT [4] is 
implemented in the CFD model and calculates the growth rate of the vapor bubble. A VoF 
equation for vapor volume fraction (𝛼𝛼𝑙𝑙) tracks the vapor-water interface while the mass 
flux ?̇?𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑞𝑞 in Eq. 2-4 recasts 
?̇?𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 =
(𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙𝛻𝛻𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑙 − 𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙𝛻𝛻𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑙) ∙ 𝑛𝑛�⃗
 ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
 (2-12) 
The above formulation stands for the case where mass transfer rate depends on the 
temperature gradient on both sides of the interface, since both sides could transfer heat 
to the interface or remove heat from the interface. In the examined case though, the 
vapor temperature remains saturated thus the temperature gradient at the vapor side 








where 𝛻𝛻𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑙 stands for the temperature gradient at the interface. The challenging task 
is the accurate calculation of the latter which results in proper estimation of the mass 
transfer rate. Moreover, a proper interface temperature value has to be imposed on the 
interface. The OCASIMAT algorithm determines the temperature gradient at the interface 
as follows.  
(1) The mixture cells where both water and vapor phases coexist are identified 
(2) The closest point from the mixture cell center on the interface (a) is located. The 
distance between those points is denoted as 𝑑𝑑1. 
(3) Identify the neighbor cell (G-cell) which is defined as the nearest cell to the 
interface in the normal direction. 
(4) The distance from G-cell center to point b normal to the interface is computed 
A schematic representation of a mixture cell and the aforementioned procedure is 
illustrated in Figure 2-3.  
 
Figure 2-3: OCASIMAT one cell algorithm for the evaluation of temperature gradient at the 
interface 
 
The aforementioned procedure provides the calculation of temperature gradients at 












The temperature value at the mixture cell center, that needs to be fixed, is denoted 
with 𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀, while the value at the neighbor cell, as defined by the CFD solution, is 𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺. The 
temperature at the interface is considered to be the saturated one 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 and its value 
depends on the fluid properties. For the estimation of mass transfer rate, temperature 
gradient 𝛻𝛻𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑏 is used which is replaced in Eq. 2-12. The correction at the mixture cell 
temperature is succeeded by assuming a linear temperature profile between the interface 
point 𝑇𝑇 and G-cell center. This is considered a valid assumption as long as the grid is dense. 
By equalizing Eq. 2-14 with Eq. 2-15, the fixed temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀 reads 




That value should be introduced in the source term 𝑆𝑆ℎ of energy equation (Eq. 2-9) at 
the mixture cells. Normally, assignment of a value is allowed only at the boundary points. 
In order to overcome this obstacle and impose the temperature value of eq. 2-16 at the 
mixture cell, the large coefficient method introduced by [81] is used. The source term at 
the mixture cells reads 
𝑆𝑆ℎ = 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀 − 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜,𝑗𝑗 (2-17) 
where a value equal to 1030 is imposed at the coefficient 𝐶𝐶. The latter is large enough 
that makes all the coefficients in the discretized energy equation negligible. Consequently, 
𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜,𝑗𝑗 which is the temperature value at the mixture cell center predicted by the CFD 
solution becomes equal to 𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀.  
2.4 Local grid refinement 
In order to save computational cost and the same time maintain high resolution at the 
area of interest, an adaptive local refinement method has been employed. The method 
has been derived by [82] and it has been expanded in the current work in order to be 
suitable for a multi-VoF code. According to the original technique, the mesh is dynamically 
refined at a prescribed distance from the interface. Numerically, the implementation of 
this technique is achieved by the following steps 
(i) Looping over all cells of the computational domain 
(ii) Identifying the iso-surface where volume fraction is 0.5 
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(iii) Looping over the cells as many times as the isovalue cells in order to find their 
distance from the interface. 
As a last step, the cells that lie within the user-specified distance from the interface 
are marked for refinement. The distance should be relatively far from the interface, so 
that the VoF gradients and curvature always lie in the region with the smallest cells. The 
local refinement technique is repeated after a number of time-steps; that number is 
specified by the user so that the interface never exits the finest level of refinement cells. 
The modified model has the capability to perform refinement with respect to different 
variables simultaneously. Each time the algorithm performs the local grid refinement with 
respect to a variable, only the marked cells for refinement will be stored in a temporary 
memory location. The local grid refinement with respect to the rest of the chosen 
variables follows and the marked cells are stored every time. Finally, the superposition of 
the marked cells for refinement for each variable indicates the total local grid refinement. 
The performance of the modified algorithm is evaluated for an indicative case of two 
colliding droplets, where each droplet is tracked by a different VoF variable. thus 
refinement should be performed with respect to both of those. shows that local 
refinement is performed successfully. 
 









































Chapter 3  
Preliminary computational studies-Model 
validation 
To the best of our knowledge, suitable data from single emulsion droplet experiments 
where droplet size is similar size to that realized in fuel sprays, are not available for 
comparison. The figures provided (Figure 1-5) in the work of [62, 63] could be used for 
qualitative comparison but they are rather unclear. Therefore, the model’s first principles 
are validated against analytical solutions. The OCASIMAT phase change model is 
compared against Scriven [39] analytical solution. Air-oil interface of the emulsion droplet 
is expected to oscillate, thus nonlinear droplet oscillation is tested in a simple 
configuration and validated against numerical data derived by [83]. Besides the validation 
of the aforementioned key features,  results of stationary emulsion droplet breakup are 
qualitatively compared against that of [26]. 
3.1 Vapor bubble growth inside an infinite liquid pool 
3.1.1 Theoretical solution 
Growth of a spherical bubble studies the parameters related to bubble interface 
curvature, namely the interface curvature, surface tension effects and mass transfer 
(Figure 3-1). In bubble growth, during a time period the mass of liquid evaporated into 
vapor is calculated by the mass flux (from liquid to vapor phase) and the surface area (𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠) 
of the bubble interface.  
𝑚𝑚 = ?̇?𝑚𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 (3-1) 
At the same time, the corresponding vapor mass (𝑚𝑚) pushes the surface area of the 
bubble interface towards the liquid side thus the bubble increases.  
𝑚𝑚 = 𝜌𝜌𝑙𝑙𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 (3-2) 
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      Combining the aforementioned equations and integrating in space and time, 
considering that bubble starts growing from an initial finite size 𝑅𝑅0, the theoretical 
expression for the bubble radius as function of time is derived and reads 




For a bubble growing in non-adiabatic conditions, the mass flux depends on the 
temperature gradient at the interface which varies in time.  
 
Figure 3-1: Schematic representation of spherical bubble growth 
 
Scriven [39] predicted theoretically the growth of a spherical bubble in a uniform 
superheated liquid. The advection-diffusion equation is solved in spherical coordinates 
and a similarity variable is used. The model assumes that vapor phase remains saturated 
at a constant temperature value during bubble growth.  Initially a small bubble exists 
inside a liquid pool, where its interface is saturated while liquid temperature is uniform 
and higher than the saturated one (𝑇𝑇(𝑡𝑡, 0) = 𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏). As time progresses and bubble 
increases, a thermal boundary layer (TBL) appears in the liquid side due to thermal 
interaction between the liquid and the bubble interface. The size of the thermal layer 
increases with time implying that the temperature gradient and subsequently the mass 
flux at the interface decrease. This is highlighted in Scriven’s relationship (Eq. 1-6), which 
assumes that bubble radius increases with √𝑡𝑡. The growth rate constant 𝛽𝛽 in Eq. 1-6 is a 
dimensionless and its value depends on the superheat degree (∆𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠) and the 














In 𝛽𝛽 growth rate lies the non-dimensional Stefan number (𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡) which is defined as the ratio 





This number alongside with the liquid-vapor density ratio �𝜑𝜑 = 𝜌𝜌𝑙𝑙 𝜌𝜌𝑙𝑙� � control the mass 
transfer rate during phase change from liquid to vapor phase. 
Finally, the temperature distribution at the liquid side (𝑡𝑡 > 𝑅𝑅) and thus inside the TBL 
is obtained by the following relationship. 

















3.1.2 CFD simulations 
 Computational setup and examined conditions 
Spherical bubble growth inside a superheated liquid pool is investigated with the aid 
of numerical simulations, and the OCASIMAT phase change algorithm is evaluated for this 
simple configuration. The flow equations are solved in an axisymmetric domain, where in 
the left vertical axis, symmetry boundary condition is imposed. All the rest boundaries are 




Figure 3-2: Computational mesh refined locally alongside with boundary conditions (Left panel). 
Schematic illustration of thermal boundary layer (Right panel). 
 
The domain extents up to a distance of 2𝑅𝑅0, which is the initial bubble radius size, in 
both vertical and horizontal directions; the same configuration has been employed in past 
studies [4, 33, 35, 84]. The adaptive local refinement method described in subsection 2.4 
is implemented in order to save computational cost and maintain a sharp interface. In the 
specific case, mesh refinement is repeated every ten computational time-steps. From the 
Mikic relationship [40], it was computed that the transition to the diffusion controlled 
growth, in the current case, occurs when the bubble radius is equal to 6 μm. Here, the 
simulation starts from an initial bubble radius 𝑅𝑅0 equal to 100 μm, where heat diffusion 
regime is already dominant. The temperature distribution 𝑇𝑇(𝑡𝑡, 𝑡𝑡) inside the thermal film, 
computed by Eq. 3-6 at the time instance where 𝑅𝑅 = 𝑅𝑅0, is initialized in the simulation. In 
the default simulation, the fluid properties examined here are that of water at 
atmospheric pressure, while the superheat degree is equal to 5 K. The latter value 
corresponds to an 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 number equal to 0.01. Both water and vapor properties are 





Table 3.1: Initial conditions and material properties of the default numerical simulation 
 
 Results 
Results derived from the default simulation are initially presented. The bubble 
evolution alongside with the temperature distribution on both phases at three different 
time instances are illustrated in Figure 3-3.  A first glimpse shows that vapor phase 
remains saturated at 373 K, while the temperature at the liquid phase varies from the 
saturation temperature up to the superheated one (378 K). As the time progresses, the 
radius of the vapor bubble increases and the interface remains sharp (black line). The 
thermal boundary layer moves along with the interface due to convective transport while 
its thickness increases due to diffusive transport. At 𝑡𝑡 = 75 μs, a slight deformation of the 
thermal boundary is observed near the boundaries; this is due to the fact that secondary 





Density 𝜌𝜌 kg m-3 958 0.597 
Specific heat capacity 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 J kg-1 K-1 4220 2030 
Thermal conductivity 𝜅𝜅 W m-1 K-1 0.679 0.025 
Dynamic viscosity 𝜇𝜇 Pa s 277 10-6 1.3 10-5 
Heat of vaporization ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 J kg-1 2.257 106 
Surface tension 𝜎𝜎 N m-1 0.059 
Saturation temperature 𝛵𝛵𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡 K 373 
Conditions   
Pressure 𝑔𝑔 bar 1.013 




Figure 3-3: Temperature distribution during bubble growth at three time instances. 
 
As already stated, high resolution is required in order to capture the boundary layer 
near the interface. A mesh independence study has been performed in order to retrieve 
the adequate mesh resolution that the boundary layer needs to get resolved and the 
results are compared against Scriven’s analytical solution. For the CFD model to be in 
agreement with analytical solution, it was found out that the base grid resolution should 
be 10 CpR with 4 levels of refinement, corresponding to 160 CpR at the beginning of the 
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simulation. Results in Figure 3-4 clearly indicate that the accuracy of the simulation 
improves with smaller mesh size. Specifically, for mesh size equal to 1 μm (blue solid line), 
where the initial thickness of the boundary layer is computed equal to 12 μm, it is 
observed that the model results are in perfect agreement with that of the theoretical 
solution. 
 
Figure 3-4: Prediction of the bubble growth rate for different grid resolutions 
 
Next, a number of parametric cases was performed, in order to examine the model 
performance for different values of 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 number and density ratio. In order to estimate the 
declination of the CFD methodology from theory, a bubble growth constant (𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶) was 
derived for each parametric case and compared against the corresponding constant 𝑔𝑔 of 
the analytical solution. The nondimensional error is expressed as 𝛽𝛽 − 𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶⁄  and it 
seems significant for high Stefan numbers. The error decreases up to a point if mesh 
resolution becomes higher. In general, the emulsion droplets are examined for conditions 
where density ratio is low, due to high pressure (black rectangular shape); in this range of 




Figure 3-5: Map indicating the error between the predictions of CFD and analytical solution 
  
3.2 Nonlinear droplet oscillation 
The current CFD code performance, on reproducing air-liquid interface oscillations in 
large amplitude, is evaluated against the corresponding results derived by the numerical 
model of [83]. The initial shape of the droplet is a prolate spheroid, where the ratio of 
semi-major axis length to that of semi-minor is equal to 3. The volume of the spheroid is 
𝑉𝑉 = 4𝜋𝜋𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔2/3, and from that expression the equivalent radius of a sphere with the same 
volume can be derived. The latter is equal to 𝑡𝑡 = 31/3𝑔𝑔 (290 μm). Liquid density and 
viscosity are set equal to 700 kg/m3 and 635 10-6 Pa s, respectively. Flow equations 
alongside with VoF equation are solved in a 2-D planar domain. The base grid spacing is 
42 μm. In order to achieve a minimum grid spacing equal to 10 μm (similar to that in [26]), 
2 levels of refinement are applied. During the simulation, the droplet oscillations are 
dumped by surface tension force and the droplet tends to recover its spherical shape. 
Liquid (blue) and air (red) volume fraction are illustrated in the left panel of Figure 3-6. 




Figure 3-6: Nonlinear droplet oscillations predicted by the current code (Left panel) and the 
numerical model of [83] (Right panel).  
 
3.3 Breakup of stationary emulsion droplet  
The current code is employed in order to simulate the breakup of a stationary 
emulsion droplet; results of the simulation are compared with that of [26]. Since the 
emulsion droplet is stationary, the temperature distribution and the bubble location are 
predefined in the simulation.  
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3.3.1 Computational setup and examined conditions 
A schematic illustration of the examined configuration (left panel) alongside with the 
computational mesh (right panel) are illustrated in Figure 3-7. Equations are solved in a 
2-D planar domain where all the boundaries are open and velocity gradient is set to zero. 
The domain size is 8.4 𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙 ∗ 8.4 𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙; therefore the base grid spacing is 1.36 μm. In order 
to achieve a minimum grid spacing equal to 0.17 μm (similar to that in [26]), 4 levels of 
refinement are applied. The parent droplet radius (𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙) is equal to 15 μm, while the water 
sub-droplet radius (𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤) is 10.5 μm. The latter is located at a surface depth (𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤/𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙) equal 
to 0.12, eccentric to the parent droplet’s center. The size of the bubble radius (𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏) is 2.1 
μm and it is located eccentric to the water-sub droplet center. Inclination angle for both 
water sub-droplet and vapor bubble is zero. The liquid properties of the oil phase are 
similar to those of hexadecane. The liquid densities are 𝜌𝜌𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙 = 770 kg/m3 and 𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤 = 850 
kg/m3. The liquid heat capacities are 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙 = 2220 J/kg K and 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 𝑤𝑤 = 4200 J/kg K. 
Thermal conductivities are set equal to 0.13 and 0.68 W/m K for oil and water, 
respectively. The liquid viscosities are 1.6e-4 kg/m s for both oil and water. The latent heat 
of vaporisation of water is ℎ𝑙𝑙 = 2257 kJ/kg. Surface tension between the water vapor and 
water is set 0.0475 N/m, while that between water and oil is equal to 0.02 N/m. The 
ambient air pressure is 30 bar, where the corresponding saturation temperature of water 
is 503 K. Air and oil temperature are predefined and equal to 553 K.  Air properties are set 
constant since no temperature or pressure variation occurs during emulsion droplet 
breakup. The former are derived by the NIST database [85], for the aforementioned 
ambient pressure and temperature. 
 
Figure 3-7: Schematic illustration of the stationary emulsion droplet (Left panel) alongside with 




Density contours of Figure 3-8 (shows temporal evolution of the breakup 
phenomenon predicted by the current CFD methodology. Air and water vapor densities 
are indicated with blue color while oil and water are indicated with yellow and red, 
respectively. Initially the water vapor bubble starts growing due to boiling of water (𝑡𝑡 =
0.4 μs) and pushes the oil-water interface towards oil-air interface. This breakup stage is 
known as puffing. Next, the ejected vapor breaks the water-oil interface (𝑡𝑡 = 1.4 μs). Two 
locations, where interface between both vapor water and oil exists, are observed; these 
locations start regressing and the water sub-droplet deforms to a non-spherical shape. 
Finally, oil-air interface ruptures and vapor ejects in the ambient air (𝑡𝑡 = 2.5 μs). Species 
volume fraction contours of  Figure 3-8 (Left panel) illustrates the temporal evolution of 
stationary emulsified breakup produced by the model of [26]. Both models show similar 
behavior especially at the first time instance where puffing occurs. After puffing, it seems 
that intense oscillations are generated at the water-water vapor boundary and vapor 
tends to cover the water sub-droplet. The intensity of these oscillations is not produced 
in the current code. At the final breakup stage, a more “violent” fragmentation of the oil-
air boundary is observed, and the parent oil droplet strongly deforms. In both models, the 




Figure 3-8: Stationary emulsion droplet breakup at 𝑡𝑡 = 0.4, 𝑡𝑡 = 2.2 and 𝑡𝑡 = 3.2 μs, predicted by 


























Chapter 4  
Computational study of emulsion droplet 
breakup 
4.1 Convective heating of emulsion droplets 
In order to develop a model that investigates emulsion droplet breakup under spray 
conditions, it should be examined first how an emulsion droplet gets heated in presence 
of an air stream. As it has been mentioned before, in a stationary emulsion droplet 
configuration, a predefined temperature profile was imposed in each fluid, while a vapor 
bubble was initially located close to the water-oil boundary. In fuel spray conditions, 
modeling parameters such as, 1) time instance of vapor generation, 2) site of vapor 
generation, 3) temperature distribution, should be predicted by the model rather than 
being imposed as initial conditions. 
4.1.1 Computational setup and examined conditions 
Convective heating of an emulsion droplet, neglecting boiling of the superheated 
water, is examined for two different cases. In both cases, properties of n-dodecane 
(C12H26) are used for the oil ,taken from [85]. For droplet temperature and pressure equal 
to 300 K and 10 bar, physical properties of n-dodecane are the following. Density is 𝜌𝜌𝑛𝑛 =
746.5 kg/m3, heat capacity 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 𝑛𝑛 = 2216 J/kg K, viscosity  𝜇𝜇𝑛𝑛 = 0.001364 kg/m s, and 
thermal conductivity 𝑘𝑘 𝑛𝑛 = 0.1359 W/m K. The corresponding properties of water are 
𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤 = 997.85 kg/m3, heat capacity 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 𝑤𝑤 = 4172 J/kg K, viscosity  𝜇𝜇𝑤𝑤 = 8.5𝑊𝑊 − 4 kg/m s, 
and thermal conductivity 𝑘𝑘 𝑤𝑤 = 0.611 W/m K.  Latent heat of vaporisation is equal to 
2257 kJ/kg, while surface tension of water and  n-dodecane are set equal to 0.07 and 
0.024 N/m, respectively. In the first case, one embedded water droplet is located inside 
the parent oil droplet, while in the second case 3 water sub-droplets are embedded in 
different positions. Equations are solved in a 2-D planar domain, which is schematically 
shown in Figure 4-1, where velocity inlet boundary condition is imposed in the left side; 
all the rest boundaries are open. Initial velocity of the air stream is equal to 10 m/s. For 
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the aforementioned properties and conditions, Weber and Reynolds non-dimensional 
numbers are 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 = 0.46 and 𝑅𝑅𝑊𝑊 = 30, implying that the droplet will remain spherical. Oil 
droplet radius is equal to 15 μm, while that of water droplets is 1.4 μm for each case 
examined. The desired mesh resolution is 120 CpR, which is achieved with 3 levels of local 
refinement. The ambient temperature is set equal to 900 K, which is a realistic value for 
spray combustion conditions. 
 
Figure 4-1: Upper panel: Computational 2-D planar domain of an emulsion droplet with one 
embedded water sub-droplet, initially located upstream. Lower panel: Computational mesh with 
3 levels of refinement at the liquid-air interfaces   
 
4.1.2 Results 
In the first case, a single water sub-droplet is located upstream inside the parent oil 
droplet. The latter gets heated because of the hot convective air, which induces an 
internal flow inside the droplet. The intensity of this secondary flow defines the 
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temperature distribution of the emulsion droplet. Left panel of Figure 4-2 shows the 
temporal evolution of temperature distribution inside and outside of the emulsion 
droplet. Right after the beginning of the simulation (𝑡𝑡 = 0.001μs), heating occurs due to 
diffusion. In the next time instance (𝑡𝑡 = 88 μs), it is clear that temperature distribution 
follows the streamlines formed in the air phase and this trend holds until the last time 
instance of the simulation (𝑡𝑡 = 130 μs). The effect of liquid flow on temperature 
distribution inside the droplet, depends on the liquid Peclet number (𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊𝐿𝐿 = 𝐷𝐷𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠/𝑇𝑇) 
which expresses the ratio of the advective heat transport to diffusive heat transport. 







� ∙ 𝑅𝑅𝑊𝑊 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 (4-1) 
where 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 12.69𝑅𝑅𝑊𝑊−2/3. In case of high 𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊𝐿𝐿, temperature profile follows the internal 
streamlines; in the present case 𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊𝐿𝐿 is equal to 365 which is a transition from the diffusive 
to convective regime. Inside the droplet (Figure 4-2, right panel-zoom area) two 
recirculation areas have been formed. These areas are present during the rest of the 
simulation. A significant feature is that the embedded water droplet (pointed out by red 
arrow) follows the internal streamlines.  The latter drive the sub-droplet towards the 



















Figure 4-2: Convective heating of an emulsion droplet with one embedded water sub-droplet 




In the second case examined, two additional water sub-droplets are initially located 
in the downstream and shoulder region. The main aim of this simulation is to investigate 
the interaction between the droplets and their trajectories. VoF isolines in Figure 4-3 
show that the water sub-droplet initially located in the shoulder region has a small 
circulating trajectory, while the sub-droplet, initially located in the downstream side, 
moves towards the upstream side. Here it seems that the symmetrical internal circulation, 
observed in the previous case, breaks due to the presence of the additional sub-droplets. 
However, it is clear again that each sub-droplet’s trajectory coincides with the internal 
streamlines.   
 
Figure 4-3: Time sequence of the three water sub-droplets moving inside an oil droplet. The air 




4.2 Emulsion breakup subjected to aerodynamic forcing 
4.2.1 Computational setup and examined conditions 
The initial conditions in the numerical domain reflect typical conditions of a HFO 
droplet inside the combustion chamber of marine Diesel engines [87]. Equations are 
solved in an axisymmetric domain where the left vertical axis is a velocity inlet boundary 
that imposes the velocity of the stream flow, while the rest boundaries are open where 
velocity gradient is set to zero. The domain extents up to a distance of 5𝐷𝐷𝑏𝑏 in the vertical 
direction and 10𝐷𝐷𝑏𝑏 in the horizontal one (Figure 4-4). Initially, 2 VoF equations are solved 
with an implicit VOF solver, while an additional VoF equation is solved after vapor is 
formed. For the spatial discretization of VoF equation, the Compressive scheme is used 
[88], while momentum equation is spatially discretized with a second order scheme, 
where quantities at cell faces are computed using a multidimensional linear 
reconstruction approach [89]. The energy equation is spatially discretised with a first 
order upwind scheme. The local grid refinement technique [82] enhances the accuracy of 
the computations at the interface region, while achieving low computational cost 
compared to a simulation with a uniform grid of the same density. Base grid resolution is 
such that, with 6 levels of refinement, the initial vapor bubble resolution is ∽2 CpR, while 
the resolution corresponding to the outer droplet is 200 CpR. Since an axisymmetric 
configuration is employed, the initial vapor bubbles are imposed to be located on the axis 
of symmetry in order to have a spherical shape. The algorithm responsible for vapor 
formation, as described in subsection 2.2, can be further modified in order to account for 
the formation of more than one initial bubbles in the proximity of the water droplets’ 
interface. In such a case, the initial bubbles that are not located on the axis of symmetry 
are expected to have a torus shape instead of a spherical one. Such a vapor formation 
could exist inside a realistic emulsion droplet configuration, but its growth, due to 
temperature differences, would not be predicted by the phase change algorithm of the 




Figure 4-4: Computational axisymmetric domain, with zoom at levels of local refinement around 
the HFO-air and HFO-water interfaces. 
 
In all the examined cases, the water in HFO (W/HFO) emulsion droplet contains two 
water sub-droplets which are located in the front and the back of the oil droplet in order 
to capture the interface rupturing; this may occur in both sides depending on the local 
temperature. The emulsion droplet is placed at ambient pressure 𝑔𝑔 = 30 bar and 
temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 = 1000 K. The droplet’s injection temperature is 360 K while the boiling 
temperatures of HFO and water are 660 K and 506 K, respectively. The physical properties 
of HFO are representative of those used in marine engines. Liquid density, dynamic 
viscosity and surface tension can be found in the work of [90], while thermal conductivity 
and heat capacity are computed by empirical relationships provided by [91]; these were 
assumed constant without any temperature dependence. The initial HFO droplet 
diameter is 𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻 = 50 μm, which is typical droplet size in sprays [92], while the diameter 
of the embedded water droplets was selected equal to 𝐷𝐷𝑤𝑤 = 10 μm. That size has been 
also investigated in past studies [26, 93, 94]. At this point, it should be mentioned that it’s 
rather complicated to relate the sub-droplet size with the corresponding water content 
of the emulsion, since emulsions may contain different amount of water sub-droplets but 
the same water content; in both cases it is expected a different puffing/micro-explosion 
outcome. The superheat degree, which is an input parameter to the model, has been 
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selected equal to 𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 = 10. The latter value corresponds to a 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 number equal to 0.02. 
For the aforementioned 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 number and the computed water-water vapor density ratio 
(𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤 𝜌𝜌𝑙𝑙 = 60⁄ ), the OCASIMAT algorithm predicts with high accuracy the bubble growth 
rate; according to Figure 3-5, the error is less than 0.2. The examined 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 numbers in the 
cases  range from 40 to 190, which correspond to droplet velocities in the range of 10-100 
m/s. The latter is a typical velocity range in HFO fueled engines [92]. The 𝑂𝑂ℎ number is 
calculated equal to 0.9, implying that viscous phenomena are important. The 
thermophysical properties and non-dimensional numbers are summarized in the 
following tables. 
 










Table 4.2: Non-dimensional numbers 
 
 Units 
Water HFO Air 
Liquid Vapor   
𝑇𝑇 K 360 506 360 1000 
𝜌𝜌 kg m-3 968 15 907 10.3 
𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 J kg-1 K-1 4195 3612 2020 1143 
𝜅𝜅 W m-1 K-1 0.675 0.047 0.127 0.068 
𝜇𝜇 kg m-1 s-1 3.2 10-4 1.69 10-5 0.032 4.3 10-5 
ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 J kg-1 1.794 106   
Non-dimensional number   
𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑔𝑔 𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔𝑢𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙2 𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻 𝜎𝜎⁄  70 
𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻 𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻𝑢𝑢𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙/𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙 200 
𝑅𝑅𝑊𝑊𝑔𝑔 𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻𝑢𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙/𝜇𝜇𝑔𝑔 720 
𝑂𝑂ℎ𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻 𝜇𝜇𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻 �𝜌𝜌𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻𝜎𝜎𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻⁄  0.9 




 W/HFO emulsion droplet breakup 
Here, W/HFO emulsion droplet breakup  is examined for a reference case where the 
initial velocity of the air stream is 𝑢𝑢𝑔𝑔 = 60 m/s resulting in a 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 number equal to 70. The 
temporal evolution of the emulsion droplet is illustrated in Figure 4-5. Each panel is split 
at the middle, showing different quantities above and below the axis of symmetry. The 
upper part shows the temperature field alongside with the streamlines, while in the lower 
part the contributing phases are illustrated. The time (𝑡𝑡∗) is non-dimensionalised with the 
shear timescale 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠ℎ. One can see that at the initial stage, steep temperature gradients are 
formed near the droplet interface. At 𝑡𝑡∗ = 0.06, a temperature distribution is formed in 
the surrounding air phase; the emulsion droplet is subjected to convective heating and 
the inner temperature profile tends to follow the streamlines; the inner droplet 
temperature has not increased much though. At the next time instance (𝑡𝑡∗ = 0.64), the 
same features in the air phase are observed but the temperature of the front water sub-
droplet has locally reached the superheat degree for the onset of bubble formation. The 
criteria for the vapor generation have been fulfilled and the appearance of a vapor bubble 
is observed (zoom at Figure 4-5 b). The vapor bubble starts growing due to the 
temperature difference at its interface. The growth rate of the bubble formed in the 
upstream droplet, is shown in … in terms of the dimensionless equivalent bubble radius 
(this was obtained from the bubble volume). In the horizontal axis, the time instance of 
bubble formation has shifted to zero. As seen, the bubble radius grows in time according 
to √𝑡𝑡 as predicted by the Scriven’s theory, while the growth constant 𝛽𝛽 was computed 
higher compared to the theoretical one which is attributed to deviations from Scriven’s 
theory, i.e. bubble growth inside a droplet instead of a pool, spherical asymmetry, shape 
deformation and bubble motion. Fragmentation of the HFO-air boundary occurs at 𝑡𝑡∗ =
1.01 and vapor is injected in the ambient air; in the present work, this is considered as 
the breakup initiation time; small HFO fragments (indicated by red arrow) are observed 
(zoom at Figure 4-5 c). This feature is observed clearly at 𝑡𝑡∗ = 1.12 (vapor phase indicated 
by red colour). The corresponding vapor bubble growth and breakup process occurs also, 
with a temporal delay, in the downstream region of the parent droplet. These results 
indicate that the breakup regime in this case is puffing, since partial breakup of the W/HFO 
droplet occurs. The droplet deformation due to aerodynamic forces plays a minor role 
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here, since the combination of 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 and 𝑂𝑂ℎ numbers examined corresponds to a relative 





Figure 4-5: Temporal evolution of emulsion droplet breakup. Upper part: Temperature profile. 
Lower part: HFO, water and vapor phases indicated by ciel, green and red respectively.  
 
 
Figure 4-6: Nondimensional vapor bubble radius predicted by Scriven solution (red solid line) and 
CFD simulation (black scatter) for the front bubble with 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 = 70 and a corresponding breakup 
initiation time (vertical blue line) 
 
 Parametric study with Weber number  
Having identified the physical phenomena occurring during the coupled thermal and 
aerodynamic loading of the droplet, the effect of 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 number on the breakup initiation 
time of the W/HFO emulsion droplet is examined in detail. For the examined range of 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 
numbers, simulations are also performed for neat HFO droplets in order to predict their 
breakup initiation time due to aerodynamic forces and compare it against those when 
puffing/micro-explosion is accounted for. For the default Weber number (𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 = 70) case, 
the temporal evolution of the neat HFO droplet (right panel) is illustrated in Figure 4-7, 
alongside with those of the benchmark W/HFO emulsion cases (left panel). The neat HFO 
droplet breaks under aerodynamic forces at 𝑡𝑡∗ = 10.5 ,which is an order of magnitude 
longer compared to the breakup initiation time of W/HFO emulsion. This clearly reveals 






Figure 4-7: Temporal evolution of W/HFO emulsion droplet (Left panel) and neat HFO droplet 
(Right panel) for 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 number equal to 70. 
 
In the upper panel of Figure 4-8, the dependence of the breakup initiation time on the 
𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 number is illustrated. For the case of aerodynamic droplet breakup (blue scatter), the 
breakup initiation time decreases strongly with increasing 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 number, which is in 
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accordance with several past studies [87, 95]. Regarding the breakup of emulsified 
droplets (black scatter), lower panel of Figure 4-8 shows a weak decreasing dependence 
on 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 number. In each 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 number correspond two black scatters which stand for 
breakup initiation time of the upstream and downstream side of the emulsion droplet. It 
is observed that the difference between the two time instances decreases as 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 number 
increases. Overall, it is quite important to mention that the emulsion breakup occurs 4-10 
times faster than the aerodynamic breakup. The latter trend indicates that puffing/micro-
explosion process can speed up the breakup of the droplet relative to the mechanism of 
the aerodynamic breakup, at least for the range of conditions (𝑂𝑂ℎ ≈ 1,𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 < 200).  
 
Figure 4-8: Breakup time of W/HFO emulsion droplet for a range of 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 numbers (black scatter). 





 Droplet deformation 
Besides the breakup initiation time, one of the most important magnitudes 
determining the combustion efficiency is the breakup extent of the droplet. In Figure 4-9, 
it is observed that the W/HFO emulsion droplet is slightly deformed after its breakup 
initiation time compared to its initial spherical shape. It is expected that if a larger amount 
of water sub-droplets was located in the parent droplet, simultaneous (and/or successive) 
boiling will occur in each sub-droplet and the deformation will be significant. This aspect 
is indicated in Figure 4-9, where the dimensionless surface area of the W/HFO emulsion 
droplet and the neat HFO droplet are illustrated; the surface area of the latter has 
significantly increased up to the breakup initiation time. On the right panel, a focus on the 
breakup initiation time of the W/HFO emulsion shows a slight increase in its surface area. 
It is clear though that the surface area of the W/HFO emulsion increases between the 




Figure 4-9: Temporal evolution of the dimensionless surface area of the W/HFO emulsion 
(scatter) and the neat HFO droplet (blue line)      
 
 Effect of bubble surface depth and superheat degree on W/HFO 
emulsion breakup 
In subsection 2.2 a mechanistic model that is responsible for bubble formation inside 
the embedded water sub-droplet was presented. The criteria under which a vapor bubble 
is generated in a computational cell, are that the latter should reach a superheat degree 
(𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠) and have a specific distance (𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜) from the water-HFO interface. Both of these are 
input parameters of the model. A parametric study with 𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜  and 𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 is performed, for the 
reference case of 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 = 70, in order to investigate their sensitivity on emulsion breakup 
time. The results are compared against the parametric study of breakup time with 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 
number (Figure 4-8). Horizontal axis of Figure 4-10 indicates the aforementioned 
parameters 𝜆𝜆 =< 𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜,𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠,𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 >, which are normalised with the examined values of the 
reference case. Results show that breakup initiation time slightly increases with 𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜  (blue 
scatter), which is expected since the heat wave needs to penetrate deeper inside the 
water sub-droplet and subsequently the bubble is formed at a later time instance. 
Regarding the effect of superheat degree, it seems that breakup initiation time slightly 
changes (red scatter) without having a clear trend with 𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠. Finally, it is observed that 
both parameters are much less sensitive to breakup initiation time compared to the effect 
of 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 number (black scatter); when the latter increases five times, the breakup initiation 




Figure 4-10: Breakup initiation time of W/HFO emulsion with superheat degree (red scatter), 
bubble surface depth (blue scatter) and 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 number (black scatter) 
4.3 Conclusions 
Convective heating of emulsified droplets was numerically investigated without 
considering boiling of the water sub-droplet. It was found out that temperature 
distribution highly depends on liquid Peclet number (𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊𝐿𝐿). Next, the overall behavior of a 
W/HFO emulsion droplet was simulated starting from droplet heating up to breakup 
instance. A benchmark case was presented where a W/HFO emulsion droplet is injected, 
with an initial velocity 𝑢𝑢𝑔𝑔 = 60 m/s, at ambient pressure 𝑔𝑔 = 30 bar and temperature 
𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 = 1000 K. Two water sub-droplets were located inside the parent droplet in the 
downstream and upstream side. It was observed that the atomization of the emulsion 
droplet is puffing-induced. Finally, numerical simulations of W/HFO emulsion droplet 
breakup for a range of 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 numbers that are typical in Diesel engines, were performed. 
The diameter of HFO droplet and 𝑂𝑂ℎ number were the same for each parametric case and 
they were equal to 50 μm and 0.9, respectively. Additionally, aerodynamic breakup of a 
neat HFO droplet, with the same properties and initial conditions, was simulated for 
comparison purposes. It was revealed that for the viscous fuel examined (𝑂𝑂ℎ>1) 
puffing/micro-explosion speeds up the droplet breakup by almost an order of magnitude 
relative to the aerodynamic breakup. This is more evident for relatively low 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 numbers, 




































Chapter 5  
A simple model for breakup time 
prediction of emulsion droplets 
In the previous chapter, the combined effect of thermal (due to micro-explosion) and 
aerodynamic secondary droplet breakup processes, were investigated, with the aid of CFD 
simulations. The whole process, starting from droplet heating up to vapor expansion and 
droplet fragmentation, was simulated in order to predict the corresponding time needed 
for the process to occur. In the current section, the CFD methodology is initially employed 
to examine a wide range of conditions, namely 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 and 𝑔𝑔 − 𝑇𝑇 values (40 < 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 <
200,   10 < 𝑔𝑔 < 140 bar, 600 < 𝑇𝑇 < 2000 K) including also those typically realised in 
marine engines during the main injection phase (𝑔𝑔~120 bar, 𝑇𝑇~900 K). The  emulsion 
droplet diameter and air stream velocity range, correspond to the aforementioned 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 
range, are 50 μm and 40 < 𝑢𝑢𝑔𝑔 < 100 m/s, respectively. From the numerical simulations, 
two distinct timescales are estimated: the heating time until the water boiling initiation 
and the vapor bubble growth time until fuel droplet break up. These results are 
subsequently used to derive a fitting model predicting the W/HFO emulsion breakup 
initiation time. The numerical methods used, scope and rational for suggesting the 
proposed correlations for this wide range of conditions, that has been documented in a 
number of relevant previous works of the authors [96-100] is to overcome the restrictions 
imposed by the enormous computational time required by CFD simulations while they 
further resolve the limitation of mesh resolution realized when small water droplet sizes 
(1 μm) are located at the proximity of the HFO-air interface. In the works of [96, 99, 100] 
the aerodynamic induced breakup of a single droplet and droplets in tandem was 
investigated while in [97, 98] heat transfer and evaporation of a single fuel droplet was 
simulated. The fitting model can reproduce breakup time predictions faster and without 
the restrictions imposed by the mesh resolution of the CFD model; such a limitation is the 




5.1 Examined conditions 
The CFD methodology is employed to examine a configuration where a single 
spherical water sub-droplet (𝐷𝐷𝑤𝑤 = 10 μm) is located inside a fuel droplet (𝐷𝐷𝑓𝑓 = 50 μm) 
as shown in Figure 5-1; note that the figure is not in scale. 
 
Figure 5-1: Schematic illustration of the emulsion droplet 
 
The emulsion droplet is initially placed at ambient air with pressure 𝑔𝑔 and 
temperature 𝑇𝑇∞ (range of values is illustrated in Table 5.1), while the initial fuel 
temperature is 𝑇𝑇0 (360 K). Evaporation of the parent fuel droplet is ignored, since its 
timescale is much longer compared to that of emulsion breakup [26]. The examined 
properties are similar to that of a highly viscous HFO, while the preheating temperature 
of the fuel and the ambient conditions examined (𝑔𝑔 = 90 bar, 𝑇𝑇 = 900 K) are typically 
met in large marine Diesel engines. Since a 2-D axisymmetric domain is adopted, the 
embedded water droplet can only be located on the axis of symmetry. Fuel density, 
dynamic viscosity and surface tension can be found in the work of [90], while thermal 
conductivity and heat capacity are computed by empirical relationships provided in [91]; 
these properties were assumed constant at (𝑔𝑔,𝑇𝑇0) without accounting for their slight 
change due to droplet heating, while the surrounding air properties were computed at 
(𝑔𝑔,𝑇𝑇∞). A couple of parametric runs has been performed for increased ambient pressure 
equal to 100 and 120 bar, respectively. In those cases, the properties of ambient air, water 
and water vapor have been computed from NIST database while properties of HFO are 
assumed to be constant and vary only with the initial ambient temperature. In order to 
investigate emulsion breakup in even higher pressure conditions, real fluid properties of 
the fuel could be introduced in the model which vary with respect to both pressure and 
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temperature.  Model predictions have been obtained as function of the water droplet 
location inside the parent droplet, 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 and 𝑔𝑔 − 𝑇𝑇 conditions, summarized in Table 5.1; in 
all simulations performed, one parameter is changed each time. For the cases 1 to 4, 
where the air temperature is varied, the corresponding change in the air properties is 
compensated by a corresponding change in the air stream velocity in order to keep the 
𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 number constant. In cases 5 to 7, the effect of the dimensionless distance 𝛿𝛿 of the 
water sub-droplet from the from the HFO-air interface (𝛿𝛿 = 𝑑𝑑ℎ 𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓⁄ ) is examined; 𝛿𝛿 
approaching 0 indicates that the water droplet approaches this interface. The effect of 
water content is not examined here. In practice, a wide range of water droplet sizes will 
appear in emulsion droplets; such cases require a 3-D approximation which is impossible 
to resolve since enormous CPU resources are required. Finally, it is pointed out that the 
effect of Nusselt, Peclet, Prandtl, Biot and Stanton numbers, which are relevant in heat 
transport processes, has also not been examined. This is justified as the variation of the 
HFO physical properties in the examined range of temperatures is not significant, while at 
the same time, the study of lighter fuels is out of scope in the present work, as water 
emulsions are not utilised in practice. On the contrary, the variation of the 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 number is 
relevant since it controls the aerodynamic-induced deformation of the parent droplet.  
 𝑇𝑇∞ 𝑔𝑔∞ 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 
𝑑𝑑ℎ
𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙�  
ref 1000 30 68 0.06 
Case 1 700 30 68 0.06 
Case 2 800 30 68 0.06 
Case 3 1200 30 68 0.06 
Case 4 1400 30 68 0.06 
Case 5 1000 30 68 0.02 
Case 6 1000 30 68 0.05 
Case 7 1000 30 68 0.15 
Case 8 1000 30 40 0.06 
Case 9 1000 30 92 0.06 
Case 10 1000 30 136 0.06 
Case 11 1000 30 188 0.06 
Case 12 1000 10 68 0.06 
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Case 13 1000 50 68 0.06 
Case 14 1000 100 68 0.06 
Case 15 1000 120 68 0.06 
 
Table 5.1: Operating conditions for the examined cases. For all cases 𝑂𝑂ℎ~0.9 
 
 
5.2 Mathematical description 
The correlations of this model are based on the assumption that the emulsion-induced 
breakup time can be split into two distinct time periods (Eq. 5-1): (i) the time period th of 
water droplet heating from its initial temperature 𝑇𝑇0 up to a superheated one 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠′ =
𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 where the formation of a tiny water-vapor bubble is realized; (ii) the 
subsequent time period tgrow during which the water-vapor bubble grows up until the 
HFO-air interface eventually breaks up. 
𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟 = 𝑡𝑡ℎ + 𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑤𝑤 (5-1) 
The time period 𝑡𝑡ℎ depends mostly on a heat convection time 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙 inside the fuel 
phase, as shown in Eq. 5-2. This assumption is valid since the fuel Peclet number (𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊𝑓𝑓 =
𝐷𝐷𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑢𝑓𝑓 𝑇𝑇⁄ ) is in the range 3000-7000. The characteristic velocity magnitude 𝑢𝑢𝑓𝑓 is computed 
as reported in [101, 102] and it is based on the air-fuel density ratio and the air stream 
velocity. While 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙 forms the basis for the estimation of 𝑡𝑡ℎ, three empirical coefficients 
(𝑓𝑓𝑊𝑊𝑐𝑐 ,𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑇 and 𝑓𝑓𝛿𝛿) have been considered to quantify the influence of 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 (0 − 200), air 
temperature (600 < 𝑇𝑇∞ < 2000)  and location 𝛿𝛿 (0 − 0.15) of the water droplet from 
the HFO-air interface. The derivation of these coefficients, shown in Appendix A, is based 
on the superposition principle without accounting for any interdependencies between the 
parameters examined; the validity of this assumption is discussed in sub-section 5.3.4.   














𝑓𝑓𝛿𝛿 = 1 + 8.9 ∙ 𝛿𝛿 
𝑓𝑓𝑊𝑊𝑐𝑐 = 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊−0.22 
It can be observed that the heating time decreases with increasing air temperatures 
and 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊. Moreover, a preheated water droplet at the saturation temperature will have 
zero heating time (i.e. vapor will form instantly); on the contrary, for a water sub-droplet 
approaching the HFO-air interface (𝛿𝛿 = 0), the bubble will not form instantly and a finite 
time is needed to reach the required superheated temperature.  
Turning now to tgrow, the Scriven’s solution [39] initially serves as the basis for its 
derivation (see Appendix A for further details); the values of the coefficients 𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟, 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝, 𝑡𝑡𝑇𝑇 
and 𝑡𝑡𝑊𝑊𝑐𝑐, accounting for the influence of pressure (10 < 𝑔𝑔 < 140 bar), air temperature 
(600 < 𝑇𝑇∞ < 2000) and 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊  (0 − 200), have been determined after calibration with the 
corresponding CFD results. Note here that for small 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 and 𝑔𝑔 − 𝑇𝑇 values, the 
corresponding coefficients tend to unity (𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑊𝑊𝑐𝑐 = 1), indicating that Scriven’s theory 
is valid for those conditions without imposing any modifications. The relationship for 

























𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟 = 0.5 + 30 ∙ 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊−1.5 

















5.3.1 Overall performance 
Predictions for the breakup time obtained from the above correlations are shown in 
Figure 5-2 along with those predicted from the CFD simulations for the conditions of  
Table 5.1. The 45o line is also illustrated (black solid line); ideally all CFD simulation 
points should lie on this line together with the corresponding predictions of the fitting 
model in the case it was in perfect agreement with CFD. In addition, the lines 
corresponding to the maximum ±10% deviation between the fitting model predictions 
and the corresponding CFD results (black dashed lines) are also indicated. 
 
 
Figure 5-2: Emulsion breakup time as predicted by Eq. 5-1 (black solid line) alongside with ±10% 
deviation lines (black dashed lines) and the CFD simulations (scatter symbols) 
 
 
5.3.2 Parametric study with 𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾 and 𝒑𝒑 − 𝑻𝑻 conditions 
The aerodynamic-induced breakup of a neat fuel droplet is typically characterized by 
the Weber (𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊) and Ohnesorge (𝑂𝑂ℎ) numbers; the Reynolds number and the fuel-to-air 
density (ε) and viscosity (Ν) ratios [74]. The  shear breakup timescale 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠ℎ = 𝐷𝐷√𝜀𝜀 𝑢𝑢𝑔𝑔�  is 
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indicative of the time needed for breakup to be completed [75], while the breakup 
initiation time can be predicted by the relationship proposed in [87] (among others): 
𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜 =
𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠ℎ ∙ 8.95 ∙ 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊−0.352𝑅𝑅𝑊𝑊−0.086
1 + �𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓 𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔⁄ �
−0.5 ∙ (1 + 2.36 ∙ 𝑂𝑂ℎ
0.93) (5-4) 
This relationship is employed in order to compute the aerodynamic-induced breakup time 
of a neat HFO droplet and compare it with the emulsion-induced breakup time (Eq. 5-1), 
for the range of 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 numbers tested. The upper panel of Figure 5-3 shows that 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜 (black 
dashed line) decreases strongly with increasing 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊, which is in accordance with several 
past studies [87, 95], while a weak decreasing dependence of the emulsion breakup on 
𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 is observed (black solid line). Τhe difference between 𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟 and 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜 decreases as 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 
increases; however it is important to mention that emulsion breakup occurs 3-5 times 
faster than the aerodynamic breakup for the conditions examined. This difference is in 
agreement with the results of [1]. The relative duration of heating (𝑡𝑡ℎ; red dashed line) 
and growth (𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑤𝑤; blue dash-dot line) times, for the range of 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 numbers examined, is 
also shown in Figure 5-3. The heating time decreases exponentially as 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 increases due 
to the increase of convection, while bubble growth time slightly changes. Moreover, it is 
observed that for low 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 numbers (𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 < 50), the total emulsion breakup time (black 
solid line) depends more on 𝑡𝑡ℎ compared to 𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑤𝑤, while the latter becomes more 
significant as the 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 increases. However, the relative duration of the aforementioned 
times is a strong function of the emulsion configuration considered. In emulsion droplet 
realised in fuel sprays, the embedded water droplets could be smaller and located closer 
to the HFO-air interface (see following subsection). In such a configuration, the duration 
of the aforementioned times may be quite different. In the lower panel of Figure 5-3, the 
aforementioned time predictions are presented again (𝑡𝑡∗) but non-dimensionalised with 
the shear timescale 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠ℎ. The latter varies with air stream velocity 𝑢𝑢 and thus with 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊, so 





Figure 5-3: Dimensional (upper panel) and non-dimensional (lower panel)  breakup time (black 
solid line) of an emulsion droplet alongside with heating (red dashed line) and bubble growth 
(blue dash-dot line) times predicted by the semi analytical model and CFD simulations (black 
scatter symbols) against 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊. Black dashed line indicates breakup initiation time of a neat HFO 
droplet 
 
Next, the fitting model is used to investigate the effect of ambient conditions on 
emulsion breakup time. The latter is computed for a wide range of temperature and 
pressure values encountered in marine diesel engines. Figure 5-5c shows on the 𝑔𝑔 − 𝑇𝑇 
diagram the breakup time; 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 and δ are constant and equal to that of ref case ( 
Table 5.1). It is clear that the breakup time decreases as 𝑇𝑇∞ increases while there is 
no clear pattern with pressure. The heating time, shown on Figure 5-5a, is shorter with 
increasing temperature (𝑇𝑇∞) and longer with increasing pressure. When the latter 
decreases, the embedded water droplet can reach faster its saturation temperature 
(𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠); this trend is expressed through the 𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑇 coefficient in Eq. 5-2 (Appendix A). Finally, 
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the bubble growth time 𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑤𝑤, shown in Figure 5-5b, slightly increases with temperature 
while it varies non-monotonically with pressure in the examined range of 30-50 bar. The 
latter trend occurs because the variation in pressure affects, is a function of the inverse 
trends expressed by the coefficient 𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃 (see Appendix A) and the growth constant 𝛽𝛽 in Eq. 
5-3. Overall, minimum values of emulsion breakup time are predicted for maximum 𝑔𝑔 −
𝑇𝑇 values, while its magnitude is determined mainly by the heating time period (Figure 
5-5b) which is an order of magnitude higher (∽10-6 s) compared to the bubble growth 
time (∽10-7 s).  
 
 





Figure 5-5: Breakup time maps for various pressure and temperature values (shown in vertical 
and horizontal axis respectively). The isolines correspond to different breakup times (𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 =




5.3.3 Extrapolation to emulsion configurations not studied with CFD 
In actual emulsion droplet configurations, several water micro-droplets will be 
dispersed inside the host fuel droplet. Some of them will be quite close to the fuel-air 
interface and thus, will be the first to be subjected to water-vapor formation and growth. 
The minimum surface depth value investigated here with CFD simulations is 0.02𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓, while 
the size of the embedded droplet used is 0.2𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓, corresponding to 0.5μm and 5μm, 
respectively. However, these length scales can be at least an order of magnitude smaller 
in reality.  
 
Figure 5-6: Heating (black scatter symbol) and breakup (red scatter symbol) time of an emulsion 






Figure 5-7: Upper panel: Emulsion breakup initiation time against water droplet surface depth for 
two different water droplet sizes and ref 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 = 68. Lower panel: Emulsion breakup initiation 
time against 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 for three sets of water droplet surface depth and size. 
 
Numerical simulations obtained for the minimum surface depth and various water 
sub-droplet sizes (Figure 5-6)  indicate that the heating time (𝑡𝑡ℎ) remains unaffected 
(which can be expected), while the bubble growth time (𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑤𝑤) seems to follow the 𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤2  
law indicated by Eq. 5-3. In the upper panel of Figure 5-7, the solid lines refer to the CFD 
model range, while the dashed ones refer to those extrapolated with the fitting model 
(for 𝛿𝛿 values up to 0.15). Overall, it is observed that the breakup time increases with 𝛿𝛿 in 
a linear way, at least for the sizes examined; this is expected since as 𝛿𝛿 increases, the heat 
flux has to travel a larger distance and thus, the breakup process is decelerated. This 
pattern is in agreement with recent CFD and analytical model results [26, 69, 71]. 
Moreover, it seems that for smaller water droplet sizes, the breakup time slightly 
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decreases, while its gradient with 𝛿𝛿 remains constant. In the lower panel of Figure 5-7, 
emulsion breakup time is predicted against 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 for three different sets of water droplet 
sizes and surface depths. The difference in predicted 𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟 between the examined 
configurations diminishes as 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 increases. 
5.3.4 Model performance for multiple parameter variation 
As already mentioned, for the development of the current fitting model and the 
estimation of the coefficients incorporated in Eq. 5-2 and Eq. 5-3, only one parameter was 
changing at a time. In an effort to identify differences that may arise from the 
simultaneous change of more than one variable, four additional CFD simulations have 
been performed. The varying parameters are summarized in the following Table 2; the 
rest are kept the same to that of the reference case. 
 
 𝑇𝑇∞ 𝑔𝑔∞ 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 
𝑑𝑑ℎ
𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙�  
Case 1 800 30 50 0.06 
Case 2 800 30 215 0.06 
Case 3 1500 30 215 0.06 
Case 4 1500 30 50 0.06 
 
Table 5.2: Operating conditions for the examined cases 
 
The results obtained for these four cases for the breakup time are shown in Figure 5-8 
together with the corresponding predictions from the fitting model; the ±10% deviation 
lines are also indicated. Model predictions seem to be in acceptable agreement with the 
CFD results, suggesting that the predictions of the fitting model can be trusted over the 
examined range of conditions even for simultaneous variation of the influential 





Figure 5-8: Emulsion breakup time as predicted by Eq. 5-1 (black solid line) alongside with ±10% 
deviation lines (black dashed lines) and the CFD simulations (scatter symbols) 
5.4 Conclusions 
Breakup of water in fuel emulsion droplets, subjected to an air flow stream, is 
investigated with the aid of a fitting model. The latter is capable of predicting the breakup 
initiation time for emulsion configurations where the parent fuel droplet contains a single 
water sub-droplet. The fuel properties examined correspond to those of a HFO used in 
marine Diesel engines. Results of the fitting model indicate that emulsion breakup is 
promoted by high 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 numbers and high 𝑔𝑔 − 𝑇𝑇 conditions. Moreover, the effect of surface 
depth on breakup initiation time was investigated for emulsion droplets where the 
embedded water droplet is at the proximity of the fuel-air interface. It was predicted that 
emulsion breakup initiation time increases linearly with surface depth of the water 










































Chapter 6  
Conclusions and future work 
6.1 Conclusions 
The goal of the current thesis was to investigate the overall behavior of an emulsion 
droplet realised in fuel spray conditions. In those conditions, the emulsion droplet, after 
injected in the hot ambient air, is subjected to convective heating and aerodynamic-
induced deformation and at some point the inner water droplets start boiling and the 
fuel-air interface eventually disintegrates leading to droplet break-up. In the numerical 
model, flow and energy conservation equations were solved alongside with multiple VoF 
equations for tracking all the liquid-liquid and liquid-air interfaces. Vapor formation inside 
the embedded water droplet was predicted with an algorithm that scans the internal 
liquid temperature field and forms a vapor bubble at a certain degree of superheat, 
typically found near the water-HFO interface. Next, the vapor bubbles starts growing and 
its vaporization rate was computed with OCASIMAT phase-change algorithm that was 
implemented as part of the CFD solution. Since there are no suitable experimental data 
for comparison, the CFD model performance was evaluated for simulating key processes 
of emulsion breakup phenomenon and the corresponding results are compared against 
analytic solutions. The OCASIMAT algorithm was evaluated, for the simple configuration 
of a vapor bubble growing inside an infinite superheated liquid pool, against Scriven’s 
analytic solution. Results of the latter found to be in very good agreement with that of the 
CFD model for 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 values up to 0.03.  
A benchmark case was initially simulated where a W/HFO emulsion droplet is injected, 
with an initial velocity 𝑢𝑢𝑔𝑔 = 60 m/s, at ambient pressure 𝑔𝑔 = 30 bar and temperature 
𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 = 1000 K. The HFO droplet consists of two water sub-droplets located in its 
downstream and upstream side. A single vapor bubble formatted and started expanding 
in each water sub-droplet after the latter reached saturation conditions. Fragmentation 
of the HFO-air interface occurred and vapor was injected in the ambient air. Results 
indicated that breakup characteristics are that of puffing.  Next, a parametric study, with 
𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 number values that are typical in marine Diesel engines, was performed. The size of 
the emulsion droplet and the 𝑂𝑂ℎ number were the same for each parametric case. 
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Moreover, aerodynamic breakup of neat HFO droplets, under the same flow and 
temperature conditions and the same physical properties, was simulated. Comparing the 
corresponding cases, it was concluded that puffing-induced secondary atomization of 
emulsion droplets occurs much faster than the aerodynamic-induced one of neat HFO 
droplets, for the range of conditions examined (𝑂𝑂ℎ>1, 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊<200). 
Next, a fitting model predicting the breakup initiation time of W/HFO droplets for 𝑔𝑔 −
𝑇𝑇 conditions realised in marine Diesel engines and subjected to a air flow stream has been 
presented; it’s influence has been considered through the variation of the Weber number. 
The breakup initiation time has been expressed as the sum of  two distinct time periods: 
(i) the time needed for the water sub-droplet to raise its temperature from 𝑇𝑇0 to 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠′  and 
thus, for water vapor to form; this is mainly controlled by heat convection inside the 
parent fuel droplet; and (ii) the time period required for the formed water-vapor bubble 
to grow until the parent fuel droplet eventually breaks; this timescale is based on Scriven’s 
analytical solution that predicts the growth of a water-vapor bubble inside an infinite 
water liquid pool. Calibration of the empirical coefficients of the derived model has been 
achieved via numerous CFD simulations obtained over the examined range of conditions. 
The obtained results have been found in acceptable agreement over the examined range 
of We numbers, 𝑔𝑔 − 𝑇𝑇 conditions and surface depth of the water droplet inside the parent 
droplet. For low 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 numbers (𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 < 50), results indicate that emulsion fuel breakup 
time occurs 5 times faster compared to aerodynamic breakup of a base fuel; this 
difference diminishes as 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 increases. In this 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 range, it is also observed that duration 
of heating time period is longer compared to that of vapor bubble growth. Emulsion 
breakup initiation time was found to increase linearly with the surface depth of the water 
droplet for the examined range of 𝛿𝛿 (0 − 0.15). Regarding the effect of ambient pressure 
and temperature on emulsion breakup time, it was observed that minimum values were 
obtained for high 𝑔𝑔 − 𝑇𝑇 values. 
6.2 Future work 
6.2.1 Case-specific work 
The main points that further work is needed, adopting the current CFD methodology, 




• In all the simulated cases, the CFD equations are solved in an axisymmetric 
domain which limits the number of the embedded water droplets in the 
examined configurations. Although an emulsion droplet with two embedded 
droplets is representative for the breakup outcome, 3-D simulation are 
necessary for the simulation of more than two droplets water sub-droplets 
which will be initially located inside the bulk of the parent droplet. Such a 
case may exhibit also micro-explosion induced breakup, while the migrating 
sub-droplets could possible experience coalescence (but this depends on the 
corresponding breakup timescale).  
 
• In the emulsion simulations, it is observed that after the vapor injection at 
the ambient air there is phase separation between the vapor and gas phases. 
This occurs because different phases are mathematically treated as 
interpenetrating continua. Since, in the current study mainly focus on the 
breakup time of the emulsion droplet, this approach is reasonable. However, 
a more sophisticated approach would be the treatment of gas/vapor as a 
single volume phase and the solution of species equation. This would also 
define the fuel-air mixing after the emulsion breakup. 
 
• The base fuel examined in all simulated cases is that of HFO. Different 
emulsion fuels should also be simulated in order to examine if they can 
enhance secondary breakup. For instance, potential benefits of water in 
Diesel emulsion droplets could be examined. Moreover, different additives 
besides water could also be tested. Use of alcohol in Diesel fuel emulsions  
have been tested in the past [103, 104] and specifically, experiments with 
fuel-ethanol emulsion mixtures, focusing on engine performance [105-107], 
have shown further reduction in PM emissions. The latter occurs since 
ethanol is oxygenated and thus enhances the oxidation of carbon [108]. 
Boiling point and superheat limit of ethanol is quite lower than that of water 
and substantially lower than that of HFO which makes the current 
methodology suitable for the study of HFO-ethanol emulsion droplets. A 
suitable ethanol replacement to emulsion fuel mixtures has found to be 
butanol [109, 110] which has higher solubility and cetane number compared 
to that of ethanol. With respect to current model predictions where water is 
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used as an additive, it is expected that emulsion fuels with additives having 
lower boiling point than that of water (f.i. ethanol or butanol) will breakup 
faster.   
 
• The developed fitting model provides fast prediction for breakup initiation 
time of W/HFO emulsion droplets for a specific range of conditions. In order 
to provide more solid correlations that could be useful for implementation in 
emulsion spray codes, the range of conditions examined alongside with the 
fuel properties should be expanded. 
 
• In the current work evaporation of the fuel droplet in the ambient air is not 
taken into account; emulsion breakup timescale computed by the CFD model 
is much lower compared to evaporation timescale, thus the latter mechanism 
is neglected. However, for high  𝑔𝑔 − 𝑇𝑇 values close to supercritical conditions, 
simultaneous breakup and evaporation of the fuel droplet may occur. In 
order to account for this mutual effect, a high pressure evaporation model 




6.2.2  Further expansion and applications of the CFD methodology 
Potential improvement of the CFD methodology and its employment for investigating 
other technological fields is discussed next. 
 
• A mechanistic algorithm that accounts for vapor bubble formation has been 
incorporated in the CFD solution. The size of the generated bubble is 
predefined rather than determined by the homogeneous nucleation process. 
A more sophisticated model that reproduces more accurately the stochastic 
process of vapor bubble nucleation will provide more information regarding 
the first stages of bubble growth and thus the emulsion breakup outcome. 
 
• Besides fuel technology, water in oil emulsions have high potential for 
cosmetic, pharmaceutical, agricultural, and food industries. For instance, 
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W/O emulsions can be used for the encapsulation of medicines while they 
are suitable for the delivery of hydrophilic compounds. The current CFD 






















































Appendix A. Fitting model 
 Derivation of heating time period 
The typical spray droplet velocity range (𝑢𝑢𝑔𝑔) in HFO fueled engines is 10-100 m/s [92]; 
these conditions are characterized by 𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊 >> 1, implying that the heating of the fuel 
droplet is convection dominated. The timescale 𝜏𝜏𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙 provides a rough estimation of the 
time needed for the fuel droplet to heat up along a distance 𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙  and raise its temperature 
from 𝑇𝑇0 to 𝑇𝑇∞. In the emulsion configuration examined (Figure 5-1), the embedded water 
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droplet is located at surface depth (𝑑𝑑ℎ) while it will start boiling when its surface 
temperature becomes equal to 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠′ = 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝛥𝛥𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠. Moreover, the droplet is expected to 
deform, since it is subjected to the action of aerodynamic forces. The effect of those 
variables on the heating time period has been examined with CFD simulations; the 
corresponding coefficients 𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑇 ,𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏 and 𝑓𝑓𝑊𝑊𝑐𝑐 are illustrated in Figure A-1. It has also to be 
noted that the droplet heating time is also a function of the fuel thermal properties. 
Nevertheless, their effect is not included in the present study, since only one fuel was 
studied. Finally, the constant coefficients appearing in Eq. 5-2 were determined after 
fitting with CFD model results; the coefficient 3.6 is likely a function of Biot number, while 






Figure A-1: Nondimensional heating time predicted by CFD simulations (black scatter symbols) 
against (𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠′ − 𝑇𝑇0) (𝑇𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑇0)⁄  parameter (upper panel), nondimensional surface depth 𝛿𝛿 (middle 
panel) and nondimensional 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 (lower panel). Fitting functions for CFD model predictions are 





 Derivation of bubble growth time period 
The derivation of the bubble growth time period 𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑤𝑤 (Eq. 5-3) starts from Scriven’s 
analytical solution which refers to idealized conditions in which a static vapor bubble 
grows inside an infinite liquid pool. In the CFD cases examined, the bubble grows inside 
the water droplet with a much faster rate (Figure A-2) which was found to depend on 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 
and 𝑔𝑔 − 𝑇𝑇 conditions. Thus, the growth rate constant 𝛽𝛽 has to be multiplied by a set of 
corresponding corrections factors and finally become  𝑡𝑡𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑊𝑊𝑐𝑐𝛽𝛽; the performance of 
these factors is shown in Figure A-3 (b, c, d). 
Regarding the bubble size at the breakup instant 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏�𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑤𝑤�, a careful examination 
of all the CFD cases presented in  
Table 5.1 has shown that breakup time occurs when the bubble reaches 
approximately the half of the size of the host water droplet and depends slightly on 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊. 
The corresponding bubble size can be expressed as 𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤, where 𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟 is the 
dimensionless bubble size at the breakup instant; the variation of this factor is shown in 
Figure A-3 (a). Combining the aforementioned comments with Scriven’s equation, the 
latter reads 𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤 = 𝑡𝑡𝑇𝑇 ∙ 𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃 ∙ 𝑡𝑡𝑊𝑊𝑐𝑐 ∙ 𝛽𝛽�𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤 ∙ 𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑤𝑤. After solving for 𝑡𝑡𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑤𝑤, Eq. 5-3 is 
derived. 
 
Figure A-2: Nondimensional bubble radius predicted by CFD model (black scatter symbols), 





Figure A-3: Correction factors 𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟 (left upper panel), 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝 (right upper panel), 𝑡𝑡𝑇𝑇 (left lower panel) 
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